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This paper investigates the relative contribution of various interaural cues to binaural unmasking in
conditions with an interaurally in-phase masker and an out-of-phase signal~MoSp!. By using a
modified version of multiplied noise as the masker and a sinusoid as the signal, conditions with only
interaural intensity differences~IIDs!, only interaural time differences~ITDs!, or combinations of
the two were realized. In addition, the experimental procedure allowed the presentation of specific
combinations of static and dynamically varying interaural differences. In these conditions with
multiplied noise as masker, the interaural differences have a bimodal distribution with a minimum
at zero IID or ITD. Additionally, by using the sinusoid as masker and the multiplied noise as signal,
a unimodal distribution of the interaural differences was realized. Through this variation in the
shape of the distributions, the close correspondence between the change in the interaural cross
correlation and the size of the interaural differences is no longer found, in contrast to the situation
for a Gaussian-noise masker@Domnitz and Colburn, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.59, 598–601~1976!#.
When analyzing the mean thresholds across subjects, the experimental results could not be predicted
from parameters of the distributions of the interaural differences~the mean, the standard deviation,
or the root-mean-square value!. A better description of the subjects’ performance was given by the
change in the interaural correlation, but this measure failed in conditions which produced a static
interaural intensity difference. The data could best be described by using the energy of the
difference signal as the decision variable, an approach similar to that of the equalization and
cancellation model. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!03808-4#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Dc@DWG#
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INTRODUCTION

Interaural time differences~ITDs! and interaural inten-
sity differences~IIDs! are generally considered to be the p
mary cues underlying our ability to localize sounds in t
horizontal plane. It has been shown that at low frequenc
changes in either ITDs or IIDs affect the perceived locus o
sound source~Sayers, 1964; Hafter and Carrier, 1970; Yo
1981!. Besides mediating localization, it has been argu
that the sensitivity to ITDs and IIDs of the auditory system
the principle basis of the occurrence of binaural mask
level differences~BMLDs! ~Jeffresset al., 1962; McFadden
et al., 1971; Grantham and Robinson, 1977!. When an inter-
aurally out-of-phase sinusoid is added to an in-phase s
soidal masker of the same frequency, i.e., a tone-on-t
condition,static IIDs and/orstatic ITDs are created, depend
ing on the phase angle between masker and signal. T
interaural differences result in lower detection thresholds
the out-of-phase signal compared to an in-phase signal~Yost,
1972a!. In terms of the signal-to-masker ratio, subjects te

a!Electronic mail: kohlraus@ipo.tue.nl
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to be more sensitive to signals producing ITDs than to th
producing IIDs ~Yost, 1972a; Grantham and Robinso
1977!.

Besides sensitivity to static interaural differences, t
binaural auditory system is also sensitive to dynamica
varying ITDs ~Grantham and Wightman, 1978! and IIDs
~Grantham and Robinson, 1977; Grantham, 1984!. As a con-
sequence, BMLDs occur for stimuli with dynamically vary
ing interaural differences. When an interaurally out-of-pha
sinusoidal signal is added to an in-phase noise masker
the same~center! frequency, the detection threshold may
up to 25 dB lower than for an in-phase sinusoidal sig
~Hirsh, 1948; Zurek and Durlach, 1987; Breebaartet al.,
1998!. For such stimuli, both dynamically varying IIDs an
ITDs are present~Zurek, 1991!. Experiments which allow
the separation of the sensitivity to IIDs and ITDs in a dete
tion task with noise maskers were published by van de
and Kohlrausch~1998b!. They found that for multiplied-
noise maskers, the thresholds for stimuli producing only II
or only ITDs are very similar.

These ‘‘classical’’ paradigms used in the investigati
of the BMLD phenomenon with static and dynamically var
ing interaural differences exploited different perceptual p
nomena. For the experiments that are performed with no
979(2)/979/14/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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maskers, the average values of the IIDs and ITDs fo
masker plus signal are zero, while the variances of th
parameters are nonzero. The addition of an out-of-phase
nal to a diotic noise masker~i.e., the production of time-
varying interaural differences! is usually perceived as a wid
ening of the sound image. For tone-on-tone mask
conditions, however, a static interaural cue is introduced
detection is based on a change in the lateralization of
sound source. One notion which suggests that these s
tions differ from each other is that the binaural system
known to be sluggish, as has been shown by several stu
~Perrott and Musicant, 1977; Grantham and Wightm
1978, 1979; Grantham, 1984; Kollmeier and Gilkey, 199
Holube, 1993; Holubeet al., 1998!. These studies show tha
if the rate at which interaural cues fluctuate increases,
magnitude of the interaural differences at threshold increa
also. It is often assumed that this reduction in sensitivity
the result of a longer time constant for the evaluation
binaural cues compared to the constant for monaural c
~Kollmeier and Gilkey, 1990; Culling and Summerfiel
1998!. Another demonstration suggesting that the detec
of static and dynamically varying interaural differences
different was given by Bernstein and Trahiotis~1997!. They
showed that roving of static IIDs and ITDs does not infl
ence the detection of dynamically varying interaural diffe
ences, indicating that binaural detection of dynamically va
ing cues does not necessarily depend upon change
laterality.

One of the proposed statistics for predicting binau
thresholds is the size of the change in themeanvalue of the
interaural difference between the signal and no-signal in
vals of the detection task. For example, studies by Web
~1951!, Yost ~1972a!, Hafter ~1971!, and Zwicker and Hen-
ning ~1985! argued that binaural masked thresholds could
described in terms of just-noticeable differences~jnd’s! of
the IID and ITD. For stimuli for which the mean interaur
difference does not change by adding a test signal~e.g., in an
MoSp condition with Gaussian noise!, it is often assumed
that changes in thewidth ~e.g., the standard deviation! of the
distribution are used as a cue for detection~Zurek and
Durlach, 1987; Zurek, 1991!. The parameters of the distribu
tions of the interaural differences are generally considere
be important properties for binaural detection. It is unknow
however, how the sensitivity for stimuli producing combin
tions of static and dynamically varying interaural differenc
can be described in terms of these parameters.

An attempt to describe the combined sensitivity to sta
and dynamically varying interaural differences was made
Grantham and Robinson~1977!. They measured threshold
for stimuli producing static cues as well as dynamically va
ing cues.1 They found that the thresholds for signals produ
ing static cues only were very similar to thresholds
stimuli producing a fixed combination of static and dynam
cues. They discussed the data in terms of the mean intera
differences at threshold, which were very similar for the tw
conditions. Such an analysis does, however, ignore the
tribution of dynamically varying cues for detection in tho
conditions where these cues are available in addition to s
cues.
980 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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In the present study MoSp stimuli will be used which
contain either IIDs, ITDs, or combinations of both cues f
which the ratio between the static and dynamic compon
will be varied over a wide range. This allows one to perfo
a critical assessment of whether detection data can be
within a framework based on the IIDs and ITDs. A seco
point of interest of this study is related to an alternati
theory that has become very popular for describing binau
detection which relies on the cross correlation of the sign
arriving at both ears~cf. Osman, 1971; Colburn, 1977; Lin
demann, 1986; Gaik, 1993; van de Par and Kohlraus
1995; Stern and Shear, 1996; van de Par and Kohlrau
1998a!. In these models it is assumed that the change in
interaural correlation resulting from the addition of a sign
to a masker is used as a decision variable. In fact, Dom
and Colburn~1976! argued that for an interaurally out-of
phase tonal signal masked by a diotic Gaussian nois
model based on the interaural correlation and a model ba
on the distribution of the interaural differences will yie
essentially the same predictions of detection. Thus, theo
based on the cross correlation are equivalent to models b
on thewidth of the probability distribution functions of the
interaural differences, as long as Gaussian-noise maskers
sinusoidal signals are used. However, this equivalence is
necessarily true in general. In the discussion it will be sho
that the theories discussed above do not predict similar
terns of data for the stimuli used in the present experime
Specifically, by producing stimuli with unimodal and bimo
dal distributions of the interaural cues, we can make a crit
comparison between theories based on the IIDs and IT
and theories based on the interaural cross correlation. Su
comparison is impossible for those MoSp studies which em-
ploy Gaussian-noise maskers and sinusoidal signals.

In summary, this study has a twofold purpose. On
one hand, it intends to collect more data with stimuli produ
ing combinations of static and dynamically varying cues.
the other hand, we wanted to collect data with stimuli p
ducing different shapes of the distributions of the interau
differences. Specifically, the employed procedure enables
production of stimuli with both unimodal and bimodal di
tributions of the interaural differences. These data may s
ply considerable insight into how detection thresholds
combinations of static and dynamic cues can be describ

I. MULTIPLIED NOISE

Because of its specific properties, multiplied noise
lows control of the fine-structure phase between a no
masker and a sinusoidal signal. As already mentioned
Jeffress and McFadden~1968!, control of this phase angle
allows the interaural phase and intensity difference betw
the signals arriving at both ears in an MoSp condition to be
specified. Multiplied noise is generated by multiplying
high-frequency sinusoidal carrier by a low-pass noise. T
multiplication by the low-pass noise results in a band-p
noise with a center frequency that is equal to the freque
of the carrier and which has a symmetric spectrum tha
twice the bandwidth of the initial low-pass noise. For o
experiments, we modified this procedure by first adding a
980Breebaart et al.: Multiplied noise in binaural masking
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value to the Gaussian low-pass noise before multiplica
with the carrier. The effect of using a noise with a nonze
mean is explained in the following section.

A. Multiplied noise as a masker

For the following description we assume an interaura
in-phase multiplied-noise masker and an interaurally out
phase sinusoidal signal~i.e., an MoSp condition!. An addi-
tional parameter is the phase anglea between the fine struc
tures of noise and sinusoidal signal. If the frequency a
phase of the signal that is added to the left ear are equ
those of the masker~a50!, we can form a vector diagram o
the stimulus as shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. Here,
vector M ~the masker! rotates with a constant speed~the
frequency of the carrier!, while its length~i.e., the envelope
of the multiplied noise! varies according to the
instantaneous-value distribution of the low-pass noise.Sl and
Sr denote the tonal signals added to the left and right e
respectively, whileL andR denote the total signals arrivin
at the left and right ears. Clearly, the vectorsL andR differ
only in length, thus only IIDs are present for this stimul
configuration.

If the fine-structure phase of the signal lags the fin
structure phase of the carrier byp/2 ~i.e., a5p/2!, as shown
in the right panel of Fig. 1, the resulting vectorsL and R
have the same length. However,R lagsL by f. Thus, only
ITDs are produced. In a similar way, by adjusting the ph
anglea to p/4 or 3p/4, combinations of IIDs and ITDs ca
be produced.

Because the instantaneous value of the low-pass n
changes dynamically, the envelope of the multiplied no
constantly changes with a rate of fluctuation dependent
the bandwidth of the low-pass noise. The effect of the ad
tion of a dc component to the low-pass noise before mu
plication with the carrier can be visualized as follows. If n
dc component is added, the instantaneous value of the
pass noise has a Gaussian probability density function~PDF!
with a zero mean and rms51, as shown in the left panel o
Fig. 2 by the solid line. If the instantaneous value of t
low-pass noise is positive, and an Sp signal witha5p/2 is
added to the multiplied-noise masker~see the right panel in

FIG. 1. Vector diagrams illustrating the addition of an interaurally out-
phase signal~Sl andSr! to an in-phase masker~M! for a50 ~left panel! and
a5p/2 ~right panel!.
981 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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Fig. 1!, the fine-structure phase of the right ear lags the fi
structure phase of the left ear byf. If, however, the instan-
taneous value of the low-pass noise is negative, and the s
signal is added, the fine-structure phase of the left ear
the fine-structure phase of the right ear byf. Thus, the in-
teraural phase difference has changed its sign. Due to s
metry around zero in the instantaneous-value probab
density function of the low-pass noise, the probability for
certain positive interaural difference equals the probabi
for a negative interaural difference of the same amou
Therefore, the distribution of the interaural difference
symmetric with a mean of zero.

The static componentm is defined as the magnitude o
the dc component added to the low-pass noise with a
value of 1 and zero mean. Form.0, the mean of the low-
pass noise shifts to a nonzero value~dashed and dash-dotte
line of Fig. 2, for m51 andm52, respectively!. If the rms
value of the noise plus dc is held constant~i.e., set to 1!, the
width of the instantaneous-value probability density functi
of the low-pass noise becomes narrower with increasingm.

The resulting envelope probability distribution of th
multiplied noise is shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. F
m50 ~solid line!, the distribution function is half-Gaussian
while for increasingm, the distribution becomes narrowe
for m approaching infinity, the envelope has a mean of o
and a variance of zero.

The decreasing variance of the envelope probability d
tribution with increasing static component has a strong eff
on the behavior of the interaural differences that occur wh
an Sp signal is added. If, at a certain time, the noise en
lope is large, the phase lag in the above example is relativ
small. Adding the signal to a small masker envelope, ho
ever, results in a large interaural phase lag. Thus, the w
of the masker envelope probability distribution determin
the range over which the interaural phase difference fluc
ates. A wide distribution implies large fluctuations in th
interaural difference, while a very narrow distribution im
plies only small fluctuations. Because an increase of
static component results in a narrower envelope probab
density function, the range over which the interaural diffe
ence fluctuates becomes smaller. Consequently, the dyn
cally varying part of the interaural difference decreases.

We also showed that for a zero mean of the low-p
noise, the overall probability of a positive interaural diffe
ence equals the probability of a negative interaural differe
of the same magnitude. If a static component is introduc

FIG. 2. Probability density functions of the instantaneous value of a Ga
ian noise with a constant rms value of 1~left panel! and the resulting
multiplied-noise envelope~right panel!. The three curves indicate differen
values of the static component of 0~solid line!, 1 ~dashed line!, and 2
~dash-dotted line!.
981Breebaart et al.: Multiplied noise in binaural masking
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FIG. 3. Probability density functions for the interaura
intensity difference fora50 ~upper panels! and for the
interaural phase difference fora5p/2 ~lower panels!.
Left panels: multiplied-noise masker, sinusoidal sign
Right panels: sinusoidal masker, multiplied-noise s
nal. Solid line: S/M5215 dB,m50. Dashed line: S/M
5230 dB,m50. Dotted line: S/M5230 dB,m51.
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however, the low-pass noise has a nonzero mean. Henc
probability of a positive interaural difference will be larg
than the probability of a negative interaural difference. Co
sequently, an increase of the static component results i
increase in the mean interaural difference.

In summary, an increase of the static component of
multiplied-noise masker results for the MoSp condition in an
increase of themeanof the interaural difference and a de
crease of therange of fluctuations. Thus, by controlling the
value of the static component, binaural stimuli containi
different combinations of static and time-varying interau
differences can be created in an MoSp condition.

B. Multiplied noise as a signal

We now consider the situation where the roles of
multiplied noise and the sinusoid are reversed. The ma
consists of an in-phase sinusoid, and the signal consists o
interaurally out-of-phase multiplied noise with a carrier ha
ing the same frequency as the sinusoidal masker. If the p
lag between the left-ear carrier and masker is zero~a50!,
this stimulus produces only IIDs. Fora5p/2, only ITDs are
present. A phase lag ofa5p/4 results in IIDs and ITDs
favoring the same ear, while a phase lag ofa53p/4 results
in IIDs and ITDs pointing in opposite directions. Again, b
adding a static component to the low-pass noise, a mixtur
static and dynamically varying interaural differences
achieved.

Two important differences exist between the stimu
described here~with a multiplied-noisesignal! and the
stimulus described in Sec. I A~with a multiplied-noise
masker!: ~1! in the present condition, the envelope of t
masker is flat, and besides interaural differences, the si
also produces fluctuations in the envelope of the wavefo
arriving at both ears, and~2! an increasein the multiplied-
noise signal envelope results in anincreasein the interaural
difference, while the opposite is true for the case with
multiplied-noise masker envelope. This reversed relation
tween multiplied-noise envelope and interaural differen
982 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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has a strong effect on the probability density functions of
interaural differences that occur. This aspect will be d
cussed in the next section.

C. Probability density functions of the interaural cues

For a given phase anglea between sinusoid and maske
carrier, a certain static componentm and a fixed signal-to-
masker ratio S/M, the probability densities of the resulti
IIDs and ITDs can be calculated as shown in Appendix A.
Fig. 3, the probability density functions for the interaur
intensity difference are given for three values ofm and S/M
for the two conditions that the masker consists of multipli
noise~left panels! and that the signal consists of multiplie
noise~right panels!. The upper panels show the IID probab
ity density function fora50 ~i.e., only IIDs!, the lower pan-
els show the ITD probability density function fora5p/2
~i.e., only ITDs!. The solid line represents no static comp
nent ~m50! and a signal-to-masker ratio of215 dB, the
dashed line representsm50 and S/M5230 dB, while the
dotted line represents S/M5230 dB but with a static com-
ponent ofm51. Clearly, for m50, the probability density
functions are symmetric around zero. Furthermore, a sma
S/M ratio results in narrower distributions. Finally, we s
that if themaskerconsists of multiplied noise andm50, the
probability density function has aminimumat zero~the dis-
tribution is bimodal!, while for a multiplied noisesignal, the
probability density function shows amaximumat zero~the
distribution is unimodal!.

II. METHOD

A. Procedure

A three-interval three-alternative forced-choice proc
dure with adaptive signal-level adjustment was used to
termine masked thresholds. Three masker intervals
400-ms duration were separated by pauses of 300 ms.
subject’s task was to indicate which of the three interv
contained the 300-ms interaurally out-of-phase signal. T
982Breebaart et al.: Multiplied noise in binaural masking
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signal was temporally centered in the masker. Feedback
provided to the subject after each trial. In some experime
the reference intervals contained an Mo masker alone, w
in other experiments, an MoSo stimulus~i.e., both masker
and signal interaurally in phase! was used. The rationale fo
these different procedures is explained in the next sectio

The signal level was adjusted according to a two-do
one-up rule~Levitt, 1971!. The initial step size for adjusting
the level was 8 dB. After each second reversal of the le
track, the step size was halved until it reached 1 dB. The
was then continued for another eight reversals. From
level of these eight reversals, the median was calculated
used as a threshold value. At least four threshold values w
obtained and averaged for each parameter setting and
ject.

B. Stimuli

All stimuli were generated digitally and converted
analog signals with a two-channel, 16-bit D/A converter a
sampling rate of 32 kHz with no external filtering other th
by the headphones. The maskers were presented to the
jects over Beyerdynamic DT990 headphones at a sound p
sure level of 65 dB. The multiplied-noise samples were
tained by a random selection of a segment from a 2000
low-pass noise buffer with an appropriate dc component
a multiplication with a sinusoidal carrier. The low-pass no
buffer was created in the frequency domain by selecting
frequency range from a 2000-ms white-noise buffer afte
Fourier transform. After an inverse Fourier transform, t
addition of a dc component and rescaling the signal to
desired rms value, the noise buffer was obtained. All thre
olds were determined at 500-Hz center frequency. In orde
avoid spectral splatter, the signals and maskers were g
with 50-ms raised-cosine ramps. Thresholds are expresse
the signal-to-masker power ratio in decibels.

Thresholds were obtained by measuring the detectab
of an interaurally out-of-phase signal in an in-phase mas
~MoSp! in the following four experiments:

~1! The masker consisted of in-phase multiplied noise, wh
the signal consisted of an interaurally out-of-phase si
soid. In this experiment, the reference intervals co
tained only an Mo masker. Thresholds were obtained
a function of the static component~m50, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and
2! for a50 and a5p/2 and masker bandwidths of 1
and 80 Hz. The rationale for this experiment was to
vestigate binaural masked thresholds for combination
static and dynamic interaural differences, for bimod
distributions of the interaural cues. Two bandwidt
were applied; a narrow one in order to produce slow
varying interaural differences and a bandwidth cor
sponding to the equivalent rectangular bandwidth at 5
Hz ~Glasberg and Moore, 1990!, producing interaural
cues which fluctuate faster. In this way the influence
the rate of fluctuations is investigated.

~2! The masker consisted of an in-phase sinusoid, while
signal consisted of interaurally out-of-phase multipli
noise. Thresholds were obtained for the same param
settings as in experiment 1. This experiment served
983 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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study thresholds for unimodal distributions of the inte
aural differences. The reference intervals consisted
in-phase sinusoids combined with in-phase multipli
noise ~i.e., MoSo!. Thus, the task was to discriminat
between MoSo and MoSp, so that the subjects could no
use the fluctuations in the envelope produced by the
nal as a cue for detection.

~3! The masker consisted of an in-phase sinusoid, while
signal consisted of interaurally out-of-phase multipli
noise. For similar reasons as in experiment 2, the re
ence intervals consisted of in-phase sinusoids combi
with in-phase multiplied noise. Thresholds were o
tained as a function of the bandwidth~10, 20, 80, 160,
320, and 640 Hz! of the noise form50 anda50 and
a5p/2. This experiment served to check for possib
effects of off-frequency listening in experiment 2. B
cause the noise bandwidth is larger than the bandw
of the masker~the sinusoid!, an auditory filter that is
tuned to a frequency just above or below the mas
frequency receives relatively more noise~signal! inten-
sity than masker intensity. Furthermore, this differen
increases with increasing signal bandwidth. It is the
fore expected that for signal bandwidths beyond
critical band, off-frequency listening will result in lowe
thresholds compared with the case of a signal of subc
cal bandwidth. If off-frequency listening influences th
results in experiment 2, the parameters of the distri
tions of the interaural differences cannot be compa
between experiments 1 and 2, since peripheral filter
would alter these parameters significantly. To investig
at which signal bandwidth this effect starts to play a ro
we determined the bandwidth dependence of the thre
olds for this stimulus configuration.

~4! Similar to experiment 1, the masker consisted of an
phase multiplied noise, while the signal consisted of
interaurally out-of-phase sinusoid. The reference int
vals contained an Mo masker alone. In this experime
thresholds were obtained as a function of the fin
structure phase angle between masker and signal
a50 ~only IIDs!, p/4 ~IIDs and ITDs which favor the
same ear!, p/2 ~only ITDs!, and 3p/4 ~IIDs and ITDs
pointing in opposite directions!. No static component
was present~m50!. The masker had a bandwidth of 1
or 80 Hz. In addition, an in-phase sinusoid was used a
masker. This experiment served to investigate the ef
of the phase anglea, for both dynamically varying and
static interaural differences.

Table I shows a summary of the experimental conditions t
were used.

III. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1: Multiplied noise as masker

In Fig. 4, the four lower panels show the detecti
thresholds for four subjects as a function of the static co
ponent for experiment 1. The upper panel shows the m
thresholds. The filled symbols denote the IID conditions~a
50!, the open symbols denote the ITD conditions~a5p/2!.
The upward triangles correspond to a masker bandwidth
983Breebaart et al.: Multiplied noise in binaural masking
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TABLE I. Table showing the experimental variables of experiments 1–4.

Experiment
No.

Masker
type

Signal
type

Noise
bandwidth~Hz!

Static
component a

Reference
intervals

1 Multiplied
noise

Sinusoid 10, 80 0, 0.5, 1,
1.5, 2

0, p/2 Mo

2 Sinusoid Multiplied
noise

10, 80 0, 0.5, 1,
1.5, 2

0, p/2 MoSo

3 Sinusoid Multiplied
noise

10, 20, 40, 80,
160, 320, 640

0 0, p/2 MoSo

4 Multiplied
noise

Sinusoid 10, 80 0,
infinity

0, p/4,
p/2, 3p/4
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80 Hz, the downward triangles to 10 Hz. Most of the thre
olds are in the range of230 to 220 dB. Generally, we see
that the mean thresholds~upper panel! show only small dif-
ferences across bandwidth or physical nature of the cue~i.e.,
IIDs versus ITDs!. Within subjects, however, some system
atic differences are present. Subjects MV and JB sh
higher thresholds for the 80-Hz conditions than for the 10-
conditions, while for subject MD, the 80-Hz IID threshold
are lower than the 10-Hz IID data. Although within an
across subjects thresholds vary by about 10 dB, the m
data do not show effects of that magnitude.

B. Experiment 2: Multiplied noise as signal

In Fig. 5, the detection thresholds for experiment 2
shown as a function of the static component. The forma
the same as in Fig. 4. The 80-Hz ITD data~open upward
triangles! are systematically 4 to 5 dB lower than thresho
for the other stimulus configurations~especially for subjects
MD and MV!. For these subjects, the thresholds show
increase of up to 6 dB with increasing static component

FIG. 4. Detection thresholds for an out-of-phase sinusoidal signal adde
an in-phase multiplied-noise masker fora50, 10-Hz bandwidth~filled
downward triangles!; a50, 80-Hz bandwidth~filled upward triangles!;
a5p/2, 10-Hz bandwidth~open downward triangles!; and a5p/2, 80-Hz
bandwidth~open upward triangles!. The four lower panels show threshold
for individual subjects, the upper panel represents the mean across
subjects. Error bars for the individual plots denote the standard error o
mean based on four trials of the same condition. The error bars in the u
panel denote the standard error of the mean across the mean data fro
four subjects.
oc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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the 80-Hz ITD condition. The other conditions show a
proximately constant thresholds for the mean data, indep
dent of bandwidth and physical nature of the interaural c

Because of the small differences that were found
these two experiments, a multifactor analysis of varian
~MANOVA ! was performed for the results shown in Figs.
and 5 to determine the significance of the different expe
mental variables used in the experiments. The factors
were taken into account were~1! the multiplied-noise band-
width, ~2! the masker-signal phase anglea, ~3! the static
componentm, and ~4! the masker type~multiplied noise as
masker or signal!. The p-values for the effects that wer
significant at a 5% level are shown in Table II.

Thus, significant factors are
~1! the masker-signal phase anglea: a change from

a50 to p/2 results in a mean decrease in thresholds of
dB;

~2! the static componentm: an increase fromm50 to 2
results in an increase of the thresholds by 3 dB;

~3! the masker type: on average, conditions with
multiplied-noise masker have 2.2 dB lower thresholds th
conditions with a multiplied-noise signal.

Significant interactions are
~1! the multiplied-noise bandwidth combined witha: an

increase from 10- to 80-Hz bandwidth results in a decre

to

ur
e
er
the
FIG. 5. Detection thresholds for an out-of-phase multiplied-noise sig
added to a diotic sinusoidal masker as a function of the dc componenm.
Same format as Fig. 4.
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of the thresholds by 5 dB for the ITD-only conditions, whi
the IID-only conditions are similar;

~2! the multiplied-noise bandwidth combined with th
masker type: the above interaction is only seen for
multiplied-noise signal. For a multiplied-noise masker, t
thresholds fora50 anda5p/2 remain similar with change
in the masker bandwidth.

C. Experiment 3: Bandwidth dependence of a
multiplied-noise signal

In this experiment, thresholds were determined a
function of the bandwidth of a multiplied-noise test sign
added to a sinusoidal masker. Figure 6 shows the detec
thresholds as a function of the bandwidth of the multipli
noise fora50 ~IIDs, filled triangles! anda5p/2 ~ITDs, open
triangles!. Both for the ITD, and IID conditions, the thresh
olds remain approximately constant for bandwidths up t
bandwidth of 80 to 160 Hz, while for wider bandwidths, th
thresholds decrease with a slope of 7 dB/oct of signal ba
width. The measure of 80 Hz of the auditory filter bandwid
agrees with the monaural equivalent rectangular bandw
estimates of 79 Hz at 500 Hz center frequency from Glasb
and Moore~1990!. Furthermore, we see that, on average,
ITD thresholds are approximately 5 dB lower than the I

FIG. 6. Detection thresholds for an interaurally out-of-phase multipl
noise signal added to an in-phase sinusoidal masker as a function o
bandwidth of the noise fora50 ~filled triangles! and a5p/2 ~open tri-
angles!. The upper panel shows the mean thresholds.

TABLE II. Factors and their significance levels according to a multifac
analysis of variance of the data shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Only those fac
~upper three! and interactions~lower two! which are significant at a 5%
level are given.

Effect p value

Phase anglea 0.011 20
Static component 0.000 73
Masker type 0.000 01
Noise bandwidth anda 0.024 24
Noise bandwidth and masker type 0.006 42
985 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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thresholds for intermediate bandwidths~i.e., 40 and 80 Hz!,
which is consistent with the data from experiment 2.

D. Experiment 4: Dependence on a

Figure 7 shows thresholds for experiment 4 as a funct
of the phase angle between masker carrier and signal.
lower four panels show thresholds of four individual su
jects, the upper panel shows the mean thresholds. The do
ward triangles refer to a masker bandwidth of 10 Hz, t
upward triangles refer to a masker bandwidth of 80 Hz a
the squares to the tone-on-tone condition. The latter has
most always the highest thresholds being 3 to 7 dB hig
than thresholds for the noise maskers. Furthermore, a s
decrease in thresholds is observed ifa is increased from 0 to
p/2 for the 80-Hz-wide condition. For the 10-Hz-wide an
the tone-on-tone conditions, the thresholds are indepen
of a.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Effect of a

If the overall means of the data presented in Figs. 4 a
5 are considered, the IID thresholds are on average 1.4
higher than the ITD thresholds. This value is roughly in li
with the observed 3 dB found by van de Par and Kohlrau
~1998b!. Furthermore, the data shown in Fig. 7 show a min
influence of the masker-signal phasea, for both static and
dynamically varying interaural differences. Many studi
have been published which present differences between I
only and IID-only conditions varying between28 and16.5
dB ~Jeffresset al., 1956; Hafteret al., 1969; Wightman,
1969; Jeffress and McFadden, 1971; McFaddenet al., 1971;
Wightman, 1971; Yost, 1972b; Yostet al., 1974; Robinson
et al., 1974!. Only one study reports differences that devia

the

r
rs

FIG. 7. Detection thresholds for an interaurally out-of-phase sinusoid ad
to an in-phase sinusoid~squares!, a 10-Hz-wide multiplied noise~downward
triangles!, and an 80-Hz-wide multiplied noise~upward triangles! as a func-
tion of the fine-structure phase angle between signal and masker carrier
lower four panels show thresholds for four subjects, the upper panel sh
the mean thresholds.
985Breebaart et al.: Multiplied noise in binaural masking
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from these data with differences of up to 16 dB~Grantham
and Robinson, 1977!. We therefore conclude that our resu
are well within the range of other data, although there d
not exist much consistency about the influence ofa on de-
tection thresholds.

If the thresholds fora5p/4 anda53p/4 are compared
only small threshold differences of less than 3 dB are fou
Grantham and Robinson~1977! reported differences varying
between25 and18 dB across different subjects. Also stu
ies of Robinsonet al. ~1974! and Hafteret al. ~1969! report
differences within that range.

Corresponding to results from other studies~cf. McFad-
den et al., 1971; Jeffress and McFadden, 1971; Granth
and Robinson, 1977!, large differences exist across subjec
when the effect ofa is concerned. Some subjects seem to
more sensitive to signals producing ITDs, and some to II
Thus, one general model can never account for these in
individual differences. But since we are comparing theor
and trying to model the general trend, we focus on the m
data knowing that individual differences are not taken in
account.

If binaural detection were based on changes in latera
resulting from a combined time-intensity image, differe
thresholds would be expected fora5p/4 anda53p/4. For
a5p/4, the interaural differences in time and intensity po
in the same direction and the combined image would
lateralized more than for each cue separately, while
a53p/4, the ITDs and IIDs would~at least! partially cancel
each other. The very similar threshold values suggest
detection is not based on changes in laterality resulting fr
a combined time-intensity image.

B. Binaural sluggishness

Several studies have provided evidence that the bina
auditory system is sluggish. We can classify these stu
into two categories. The first category comprises exp
ments that determine the ability of human observers to de
interaural differences against a reference signal that cont
no interaural differences. For example, if observers have
discriminate a binaural amplitude-modulated noise in wh
the modulating sinusoid is interaurally in-phase, from t
same amplitude-modulated noise in which the modulato
interaurally out-of-phase, a substantial increase in the mo
lation depth at threshold is observed if the modulation f
quency is increased from 0 to 50 Hz~Grantham, 1984!.
Similar results were found for dynamically varying ITD
~Grantham and Wightman, 1978!. However, the time con-
stant of processing dynamically varying ITDs seems to
longer than for IIDs. Estimates for these constants are
proximately 200 and 50 ms, respectively~Grantham, 1984!.
Also many binaural masking conditions like MoSp fall into
this category of detection against a monaural reference si
~Zurek and Durlach, 1987!. The second category comprise
binaural detection experiments in which the masker ha
time-varying correlation~cf. Grantham and Wightman, 1979
Kollmeier and Gilkey, 1990; Culling and Summerhel
1998!. These studies show that modulation rates of intera
correlation as low as 4 Hz result in large increases in de
tion thresholds.
986 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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The experiments performed in our study clearly belo
to the first group, because the correlation of the maske
always one. The fact that our results do not show any diff
ence between the 10- and 80-Hz-wide conditions ru
counter to an expectation based on binaural sluggishnes
one tries to characterize the rate at which the interaural
ferences change from leading to lagging in each ear,
could take the expected number of zero-crossings of the l
pass noise used in generating the multiplied noise. Roug
if the low-pass noise changes its sign, the resulting intera
difference in an MoSp condition also changes its sign. Thu
the number of zero-crossings represents the numbe
changes per second in lateralization pointing to the left
right ear. For a 10-Hz-wide noise, the expected numbe
lateralization changes amounts to 5.8 per second, while
the conditions at 80-Hz bandwidth, the expected numbe
46.2 ~Rice, 1959!. On the basis of the expected number
zero-crossings, assuming that the binaural system is slug
in its processing of binaural cues, a difference in detect
thresholds is expected between conditions at 10- and 80
bandwidth. Furthermore, assuming that the time constant
processing ITDs is longer than for IIDs~Grantham, 1984!,
the ITD-only thresholds should be higher than than the II
only thresholds for the 80-Hz-wide condition. Th
MANOVA analysis shows that the bandwidth of the mul
plied noise is not a significant factor, indicating that t
thresholds between the 10- and the 80-Hz-wide conditi
are similar. Furthermore, the data do not show the expe
difference between the IID-only and the ITD-only conditio
for a bandwidth of 80 Hz. Thus, effects of sluggishne
although expected, were not found in this study.

C. Off-frequency listening

For bandwidths beyond 80 Hz using a multiplied-noi
signal, the thresholds decrease with increasing bandw
~see Fig. 6!. This is probably caused by the fact that th
signal bandwidth exceeds the equivalent rectangular ba
width of the auditory filters. Thus, the signal-to-masker ra
within an auditory filter tuned to a frequency just below
just above the masker frequency will be larger than for
on-frequency filter, resulting in lower detection thresholds
off-frequency filters can be used for detection. These o
frequency effects start to play a role for a signal bandwi
of 160 Hz. This indicates that for the results of experimen
where the maximum employed bandwidth was 80 Hz, o
frequency listening is not likely to influence detection thres
olds. Hence, the externally presented interaural differen
are very similar to the differences after peripheral filteri
for all experiments. Therefore, we can validly compare
parameters of the distributions of the interaural difference
threshold across experiments with multiplied noise as mas
and as signal.

One noteworthy effect seen in the data which is a s
nificant factor according to our statistical assessment is
the ITD-only thresholds for a multiplied-noise signal d
crease by 5 dB when the bandwidth is increased from 10
80 Hz, while for a multiplied-noise masker, this decrea
does not occur. It is not clear what causes this effect.
986Breebaart et al.: Multiplied noise in binaural masking
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FIG. 8. Mean and standard deviatio
of the interaural cues at threshold leve
at 10-Hz bandwidth ~squares! and
80-Hz bandwidth~upward triangles!.
The open symbols represent data for
diotic multiplied-noise masker~ex-
periment 1!, the filled symbols repre-
sent data for an interaurally out-of
phase multiplied noise signa
~experiment 2!. The downward tri-
angles represent the data for the ton
on-tone conditions ~experiment 4!.
The left panels shows data for the IID
only conditions, the right panel show
data for the ITD-only conditions.
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D. Models based on the evaluation of IIDs and ITDs

In this section we analyze the contribution of static a
dynamic cues to binaural detection. For this purpose we c
sider the mean, the standard deviation, and the rms of
probability density functions for IIDs and ITDs at thresho
for the mean data shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The left pane
Fig. 8 shows the standard deviations of the probability d
sity functions for IID-only conditions as a function of th
mean IID, while the right panel shows the standard dev
tions of the ITD functions as a function of the mean ITD f
the ITD-only conditions. The open symbols represent thre
olds from experiment 1, the filled symbols represent thre
olds from experiment 2. The squares represent the 10-
wide noise, the upward triangles the 80-Hz-wide noise,
the downward triangles the tone-on-tone conditions. T
data at the left side in each panel representm50, while from
left to right, the static component increases. With increas
static component, the mean of the interaural difference
threshold level increases also, while the standard devia
shows a minor decrease.

Clearly, the mean interaural differences atm52 for the
conditions with multiplied noise~upward triangles and
squares at the right side of each panel! are very similar to the
tone-on-tone conditions~downward triangles!. Furthermore,
987 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 106, No. 2, August 1999
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we see that points for 10-Hz bandwidth lie very close
points for 80-Hz bandwidth. This is expected, because th
conditions have very similar detection thresholds. Beca
the mean and standard deviation of the interaural differe
are independent of the bandwidth of the signals, sim
thresholds result in similar statistics of the interaural diffe
ences.

The standard deviations for experiment 2~filled sym-
bols! are approximately four times smaller than for expe
ment 1 ~open symbols!. To end up with a similar standar
deviation for IIDs at threshold for experiment 2 as in expe
ment 1, the signal-to-masker ratio must amount to211 dB
for m50. However, the data show a threshold of221 dB.
Thus, the standard deviations of the interaural differen
cannot be used to correctly predict binaural masked thre
olds for both experiments.2

The only data available in the literature using comp
rable stimuli are those published by Grantham and Robin
~1977!. Similar to our procedure, they used a noise stimu
with a certain dc offset and multiplied this noise with a sin
soidal carrier. The resulting bandpass noise~120 Hz wide!
was used as a masker in an MoSp condition. They did not
vary the dc offset, however, but fixed it to a value that c
responds tom52.05 in our framework. In addition, they in
e

FIG. 9. Mean and rms value of the
interaural cues at threshold level in th
same format as Fig. 8.
987Breebaart et al.: Multiplied noise in binaural masking
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cluded the tone-on-tone conditions in their experiment. B
cause of the fact that their IID data are relatively high a
their ITD data are relatively low compared to our results,
focus on the relative difference between the conditions w
noise maskers and tonal maskers. For IIDs only, Granth
and Robinson~1977! found a mean IID at threshold of 3.
and 3.1 dB for tonal and noise maskers, respectively.
ITD-only conditions, these values amounted to 0.080 a
0.106 rad, respectively. Thus, in correspondence with
data, the mean interaural differences for the tonal masker
slightly lower than for the noise masker fora5p/2. From
our analysis based on PDFs, it is clear that the close co
spondence between the mean values of the interaural
found by Grantham and Robinson relies on their spec
choice ofm. Had they chosen a lower value, then they pro
ably would have found larger discrepancies: form50, the
mean interaural cue is equal to zero at threshold, while
large values ofm, mean interaural differences of up to 4 d
or 0.1 rad may be found at threshold. Thus, the mean in
aural difference cannot account for the complete set of d
either.

A straightforward way to combine the sensitivity fo
static and dynamically varying interaural differences is
consider the rms value of the interaural differences. Figur
shows the rms values of the interaural cues of the mean
of experiments 1 and 2 as a function of the mean intera
cues. The format is the same as in Fig. 8. Within one exp
ment, the rms value remains fairly constant, although ther
a tendency for the rms to decrease with increasing mean
the data with a multiplied-noise masker and to increase
the multiplied-noise signal. However, we can reject the r
as a valuable detection variable because for this meas
too, the values of the two experiments differ by a facto
to 4.

E. Models based on the interaural correlation

Another detection statistic that is often proposed to
count for binaural masked thresholds is the interaural co
lation. Domnitz and Colburn~1976! argued that for an out
of-phase sinusoidal signal combined with a diotic Gauss
noise masker, models based on the PDFs of the intera
differences and models based on the interaural correla
p
f a
ac

he
io

6
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are equivalent. We will now explore whether this statem
also holds for our stimuli. For a diotic masker alone, t
interaural correlation equals11. The interaural correlation
for the masker plus signal is given by~Durlachet al., 1986!:

r5
12^S2&/^M2&
11^S2&/^M2&

, ~1!

where^S2&/^M2& denotes the signal-to-masker power rat
This equation holds provided that masker and signal are
tistically independent. For our stimuli, this is true provide
that m50 or a5p/2. Thus, the correlation is only depende
on the signal-to-masker ratio and does not depend on
physical nature of the interaural difference~i.e., IIDs or
ITDs!. Furthermore, the correlation is not dependent on
shape of the PDFs of the interaural differences. Theref
contrary to models based on the PDF of the interaural cue
model based on the cross correlation will yieldequalthresh-
olds for experiments 1 and 2, on the condition thatm50 or
a5p/2 ~i.e., masker and signal uncorrelated!. This implies
that the statement from Domnitz and Colburn~1976! cannot
be generalized to our stimuli and that with our stimuli
valuable way to distinguish between cross-correlation m
els and binaural-cue-based models is available.

Equation ~1! is, however, not applicable under cond
tions whereaÞp/2 andm.0. For a50, the interaural cor-
relation can be written as~see Appendix B!

FIG. 10. Predicted values according to a simple interaural correlation m
~filled symbols! and experimental data~open symbols! for an MoSp condi-
tion with a multiplied-noise masker anda50 as a function of the static
component.
r5
^M2&2^S2&

A~^M2&1^S2&1^2SMm&/A11m2!~^M2&1^S2&2^2SMm&/A11m2!
. ~2!
-
s
hat

of
n
ent

in-
From the above equation, we see that the static com
nent has a strong influence on the interaural correlation o
MoSp stimulus. We therefore computed the predictions
cording to a simple interaural correlation model for an MoSp
condition with a multiplied-noise masker as a function of t
static componentm. The overall mean signal-to-masker rat
at threshold fora50 and m50 in our experiments was
224.3 dB, resulting in an interaural correlation of 0.992
o-
n
-

.

We therefore used adecorrelationof 0.0074 as a just notice
able difference~jnd! in the interaural correlation. From thi
correlation jnd, we computed the signal-to-masker ratios t
produce the same amount of decorrelation as a function
the static componentm. The computed thresholds are show
by the filled squares in Fig. 10. The open symbols repres
the mean experimental data from experiment 1 fora50.
Clearly, the predicted values based on the change in the
988Breebaart et al.: Multiplied noise in binaural masking
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FIG. 11. Predicted values of experi
ments 1 and 2 according to an EC-lik
model ~solid line! and experimental
data ~symbols, in the same format a
in Fig. 4! for an MoSp condition with
a multiplied-noise masker~left panel!
and a multiplied-noise signal~right
panel! as a function of the static com
ponent.
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teraural correlation show a large increase in threshold w
increasing static component. This results from the insens
ity of the interaural correlation to static interaural intens
differences. This strong increase was not found in our exp
mental data, implying that a simple cross-correlation mo
without extensions for static interaural intensity differenc
cannot account for the data.

F. A new model

The question arises which other detection statistic can
used to characterize our data. Because the experimental
show approximately similar thresholds across all the exp
mental conditions, we propose that a model based on
difference intensityof the signals arriving at both ears cou
be a valid detection statistic. We define difference intens
as the intensity in the stimulus obtained when the wavefo
to the two ears are equalized and differenced. This appro
is related to Durlach’s EC-theory~Durlach, 1963!, but the
two are not equivalent: the EC-theory predicts BMLD
while this approach describes binaural thresholds direc
Such an approach also differs from a cross-correlation mo
for stimuli containing static IIDs. For tone-on-tone cond
tions with a50 ~i.e., only static IIDs are present!, a cross-
correlation model fails to detect the static IID, while th
present approach is sensitive to this cue, as will be expla
below.

In our approach, an internal interaural delay and an
ternal interaural intensity difference are determined wh
tend to equalize the masking signal arriving at the two e
These parameters can be obtained from the masker-alon
tervals. For the signal interval, themaskeris equalized and
subsequently eliminated by a cancelation process. For
nals producing interaural intensity differences, the amoun
signal remaining after the described equalization process
creases with an increasing interaural intensity differen
hence, static IIDs can be detected. For MoSp stimuli, the
masker-elimination process is simply performed by subtra
ing the waveforms at both ears, computing the power of
remaining signal and using this as a decision variable. If
signals arriving at the left and the right ears are denoted
L(t) and R(t), respectively, the difference intensityD is
defined as

D5E
0

T

„L~ t !2R~ t !…2 dt. ~3!
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Here,T denotes the interval length. In fact, for an MoSp
condition,D is exactly equal to four times the energy of th
out-of-phase signal. Hence a model based on this proces
scheme would give equal thresholds for all subcritical co
ditions ~i.e., with a noise bandwidth of 80 Hz or less!, be-
cause the difference intensityD is directly proportional to the
signal intensity. For all MoSp conditions as presented in th
study, the only limiting factor in the detection process will b
the internal errors, since the masker can be cancelled c
pletely. The magnitude of this internal error can, in princip
be set to any~fixed! value. We can therefore simply deriv
predictions for the experiments 1, 2, and 4. We adjusted
value to result in a signal-to-masker threshold value of222
dB. The predictions according to this model are shown
Figs. 11 and 12. Figure 11 shows the thresholds for exp
ments 1 and 2~left and right panels, respectively! in the
same format as Fig. 4. The solid line represents the mo
predictions. Figure 12 shows the mean data of Fig. 7~experi-
ment 4! combined with the model predictions~solid line!.
We did not simulate the data for experiment 3, because m
eling off-frequency effects needs a much more complica
model. We are in the process of describing such a model,
it is far beyond the scope of this paper to include it here

The predictions match the experimental data quite w
There are, however, some differences between data
model predictions, which can be summarized as follows:

~i! The slight increase of thresholds with increasing sta
component~see Fig. 11! is not present in the mode
simulations.

~ii ! The fact that the thresholds for a multiplied-noi

FIG. 12. Predicted values of experiment 4 according to an EC-like mo
~solid line! and experimental data~symbols, same format as in Fig. 7! for an
MoSp condition as a function of the masker-signal phase differencea.
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masker are on average 2.2 dB lower than the data
a multiplied-noise signal is not represented in t
model predictions.

~iii ! The fact that the tone-on-tone conditions~filled sym-
bols in Fig. 12! give higher thresholds than th
multiplied-noise maskers~open symbols in Fig. 12!
cannot be understood by this simple model.

~iv! The model’s performance is independent of t
masker-signal phase differencea, while the experi-
mental data show an overall difference of 1.4 dB ifa
is changed from 0 top/2.

However, some of these effects can be understood by
sidering the presence of nonlinearities in the peripheral
ditory system. For example, we can qualitatively account
the fact that the ITD thresholds are 1.4 dB lower than the
thresholds by assuming that peripheral compression at
level of the basilar membrane has an effect on binau
masked thresholds. This issue was already discussed by
de Par and Kohlrausch~1998c, 1999!. Following their hy-
pothesis, basilar membrane compression results in a dec
of the IIDs in the internal representation and has no effec
ITDs, resulting in higher IID thresholds if the difference in
tensity is used as a decision variable. Peripheral compres
also has a strong effect on binaural masked thresholds
different masker-envelope statistics~van de Par and Kohl-
rausch, 1998b!. Compression reduces interaural intensity d
ferences most strongly for high envelope values. Becau
sinusoidal masker has no valleys in the envelope and m
plied noise has many valleys in its envelope, it is expec
that IID thresholds for a sinusoidal masker~see Fig. 5! are
higher than for a multiplied noise masker~see Fig. 4!, in line
with the observed overall difference of 2.2 dB. This ration
also holds for the increase in thresholds with an increas
the static component. As described in Sec. I A, the st
component has a strong influence on the envelope stati
of the stimuli, resulting in fewer valleys in the envelope
the static component is increased.

However, an EC-like model fails to account for the ton
on-tone data shown in Fig. 12. Here, the tone-on-tone c
ditions show distinctively higher thresholds than the con
tions with a multiplied-noise masker, while an EC-lik
model without peripheral compression predicts equal thre
olds. The inclusion of peripheral compression might acco
for the fact that the IID tone-on-tone thresholds are hig
than the conditions with noise maskers. It is more difficu
however, to see how compression can explain the differe
in threshold between tonal and noise maskers with IT
only.

In summary, the binaural masked thresholds for Mop
stimuli in the present study seem to be best described b
peripheral preprocessing stage followed by a differencing
vice that calculates the difference intensity of the sign
from the left and right ears and uses this output as a detec
variable. Although such an approach cannot account for
data presented here, it provides better predictions tha
model based on the probability distributions of the interau
differences or a cross-correlation modelper se.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE DISTRIBUTIONS
OF INTERAURAL DIFFERENCES

1. ITD probability density for a multiplied-noise
masker

Figure 1 shows a vector diagram illustrating an intera
rally out-of-phase signalSl andSr , a noise maskerM , and
the resulting signalsL andR presented at the two ears. Th
phase angle between masker and signal fine structures i
noted bya, the phase angle betweenL and R by f ~with
2p,f<p!. For the interaural phasef, a convenient expres
sion relating the variables was given by Zurek~1991!:

f5
p

2
2arctan

A cosa2S

A sina
2arctan

A sina

S1A cosa
. ~A1!

Here, A represents the instantaneous value of the lo
pass noise. Note thatA is defined as the sum of a dc comp
nent m and a Gaussian noise with mean zero and rms51,
which is rescaled to have unit power. This results in a pr
ability density function forA given by:

p~A!5A11m2

2p
exp ~21/2~2m1AA11m2!2!. ~A2!

The phase probability densityp(f) can be written as the
product of the probability density forA(f), multiplied by
the absolute derivative ofA to f:

p~f!5p„A~f!…UdA~f!

df U. ~A3!

Equation~A1! gives an expression forf(A). However,
to derive an expression forp(f), an expression forA(f) is
needed. We have to study two distinct cases. We see f
Fig. 1 that forA>0, f>0 and that forA,0, f,0. A(f) can
be derived by inverting Eq.~A1!, resulting in a second-orde
polynomial equation which normally has two roots. How
ever, according to the above restriction, the solution
A(f) results in

A~f!52Ssina tan~f2p/2!

1bSAsin2 a tan2~f2p/2!11, ~A4!

whereb equals 1 forf>0 and21 otherwise. The derivative
of A to f becomes

dA

df
5

2Ssina

cos2 ~f2p/2!

1
bSsin2 a tan ~f2p/2!

cos2 ~f2p/2!Asin2 a tan2 ~f2p/2!11
.

~A5!
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Now, all parameters for Eq.~A3! are known andp(f)
can be calculated.

2. IID probability density for a multiplied-noise
masker

The probability density function for the IID can be d
rived in a very similar way as was done for the ITD. Th
interaural intensity differencel is defined as

l520 log
uRu
uLu

510 log
A21S212AScosa

A21S222AScosa
. ~A6!

Inverting the above equation results in

A~l!52Scosa
1110l/10

1210l/10

1bSA211S 1110l/10

1210l/10D 2

cos2 a, ~A7!

for l>0, A>0 andl,0, A,0. Therefore,b51 for l>0 and
21 otherwise. The probability density function forl is given
by

p~l!5p„A~l!…UdA~l!

dl U. ~A8!

Equations~A2!, ~A7!, and ~A8! give all necessary pa
rameters to calculatep(l).

3. ITD and IID probability density for a multiplied-
noise signal

When exchanging the role of multiplied noise and sin
soid ~i.e., the multiplied noise becomes an interaurally o
of-phase signal!, we obtain a new relation between interau
phasef and the instantaneous value of the low-pass noisA:

A~f!5Ssina tan~f2p/2!

1bSAsin2 a tan2~f2p/2!11. ~A9!
lly
fo

e
an
n

tio

u

-
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Again, b equals one forf>1 and 21 otherwise. The
probability density function is then given by Eq.~A3!, where
A(f) has to be taken from Eq.~A9!.

The IID probability density function is given as in Eq
~A8!, however, with

A~l!5S
1110l/10

1210l/10cosa

1bSA211S 1110l/10

1210l/10D 2

cos2 a, ~A10!

whereb51 for A>0 and21 otherwise.

APPENDIX B: INTERAURAL CROSS CORRELATION
FOR STIMULI WITH STATIC AND DYNAMICALLY
VARYING IIDs

For a multiplied-noise masker combined with a sin
soidal test signal witha50 in an MoSp condition, the wave-
forms arriving at the left and right ears@L(t) andR(t), re-
spectively# are given by

L~ t !5MA2
N~ t !1m

A11m2
sin ~2p f t !1A2Ssin ~2p f t !, ~B1!

R~ t !5MA2
N~ t !1m

A11m2
sin ~2p f t !2A2Ssin ~2p f t !. ~B2!

Here,M denotes the rms value of the masker,S the rms
value of the signal,N(t) denotes the low-pass noise that
used for generating the multiplied noise,m denotes the static
component, andf is the carrier frequency. The definition o
the normalized interaural correlation is

r5
^L.R&

A^L2&^R2&
, ~B3!

where^.& denotes the expected value. Combining Eqs.~B1!
to ~B3! results in
r5
^M2&2^S2&

A~^M2&1^S2&1^2SMm&/A11m2!~^M2&1^S2&2^2SMm&/A11m2!

. ~B4!
l

Soc.

l

k-

ty
ust.
1The measurem for expressing the relative amount of static and dynamica
varying cues, which will be introduced in Sec. I A, was equal to 2.05
the experiments performed by Grantham and Robinson.

2In addition, other moments of the PDFs of the interaural differences w
evaluated at threshold level. These properties also resulted in signific
larger differences between the thresholds of experiments 1 and 2 tha
observed difference of 2.2 dB.
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